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***

Apparently, the Canadian province of Nova Scotia is taking proactive steps {link} to ensure
their government officials are not subjected to any protests similar to what’s happening in
Ottawa or other regions.

Using their  pre-existing state of  emergency,  the “Province today,  January 28,  issued a
directive under the Emergency Management Act  prohibiting protesters from blockading
Highway 104 near the Nova Scotia-New Brunswick border.” [Announcement]
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Link

According  to  the  provincial  government,  “fines  for  a  summary  conviction  under  the  new
directive  will  range from $3,000 to  $10,000 for  individuals  and between $20,000 and
$100,000 for a corporation.” Additionally, “outdoor gatherings of more than 20 people are
prohibited under a Health Protection Act order.”

At the same time tens-of-thousands of Canadians are rallying for freedom in the nation’s
capital  city,  Nova  Scotia  says  citizens  will  obey  the  government  or  be  arrested,  fined  and
punished by provincial authorities for their noncompliance.  Talk about a totally tone-deaf
governing authority.
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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